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Figure 1: Registration pipeline overview. (Left) Application goal: retrieve areas from an atlas in a low-resolution lightsheet acquisition to
guide future high-resolution acquisitions. (Middle) Our proposed registration framework with real-time 3D rendering to provide feedback for
user-guided deformation at global and local scale. (Right) Atlas registered on the low-resolution acquisition, allowing for high-resolution
acquisition at specific areas only and sparing biologists from the need to process a huge amount of data.

Abstract
We introduce a novel multi-modal 3D image registration framework based on 3D user-guided deformation of both volume’s
shape and intensity values. Being able to apply deformations in 3D gives access to a wide new range of interactions allowing
for the registration of images from any acquisition method and of any organ, complete or partial. Our framework uses a state
of the art 3D volume rendering method for real-time feedback on the registration accuracy as well as the image deformation.
We propose a novel methodological variation to accurately display 3D segmented voxel grids, which is a requirement in a
registration context for visualizing a segmented atlas. Our pipeline is implemented in an open-source software (available via
GitHub) and was directly used by biologists for registration of mouse brain model autofluorescence acquisition on the Allen
Brain Atlas. The latter mapping allows them to retrieve regions of interest properly identified on the segmented atlas in acquired
brain datasets and therefore extract only high-resolution images of those areas, avoiding the creation of images too large to be
processed.

1. Introduction

Research in medicine and biology has increasingly become multi-
modal with each acquisition modality emphasizing a specific fea-
ture of a similar organ or phenomenon. This makes 3D image (also
called 3D voxel grid) registration between sources a crucial step
in data analyses. In this paper, we focus on multi-modal interac-
tive image registration and demonstrate our results on a specific
application aiming to study the microvascular defects after sub-
arachnoid hemorrhages in mouse brains. This work involves the

analysis of 3D images at cellular scales (0.48 µm per pixel), from
multiple healthy and diseased brains. Acquiring the whole brain
(10x10x5mm) with the required precision would yield images of
up to 3,5 terabytes for each brain. Since this collection of images
would be extremely difficult to process, biologists only acquire
smaller high resolution images (1x1x1mm) limited to a region of
interest (ROI). ROIs are previously chosen on a brain atlas (a brain
acquisition where each relevant anatomical structure is labelled).
Our registration framework allows users to locate ROIs on the brain
being acquired by registering an atlas on an initial low resolution
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Figure 2: Color consistency problem: (Top row) different parts of
a single voxel of the deformed grid are projected in different voxels,
resulting in multiple colors per voxel. (Bottom row) This problem is
solved by computing the color for the voxel center only and apply
it to the entire voxel.

acquisition of the whole brain (3.78 µm per pixel), see Figure 1.
These positions are then used to drive high resolution acquisitions.

To avoid introducing any offset due to the sample moving, the
low and high resolution images need to be acquired during the
same acquisition session. Therefore if the registration fails, the
ROIs cannot be acquired and all resources involved are wasted,
delaying the scientific work. In addition, the registration process
needs to be sufficiently precise to keep each high-resolution acqui-
sition within its respective region of interest. But, as the acquisition
area is relatively small (1x1x1mm) compared to the ROIs (from
1,475x1,325x1,550mm to 5.075x4.375x3.9mm), high accuracy is
not required and a deviation of 325 µm is acceptable. Finally, brains
used by the biologists are cut in half due to multiple experiments
being conducted at the same time. This common manipulation adds
an additional constraint to the registration that also needs to han-
dle partial data. In summary, our application requires a registration
process that guarantees a result whatever the input data, partial or
complete, but with medium accuracy.

Although state of the art automatic registration methods
[QLX∗22, GLH∗19, NBJC∗16] yield accurate results, their auto-
matic nature expose to a potential failure, in particular, with partial
data. In contrast, we chose a user-centered approach which guaran-
tees a result, which is more suited to our application.

To provide enough flexibility to handle any type of data with a
user-centered workflow, we propose a framework with interactive
non-rigid deformations of images with real-time 3D feedback that
leverages 3D deformed volume rendering method. However, in reg-
istration, it is very common to work with segmented data (a mouse
brain atlas in our case). The texture interpolation involved in most
state of the art 3D volume rendering methods would display vox-
els with multiple classes, see Figure 2, making them ill-suited for
this task. To address with this issue, we propose a novel volume
rendering technique that guarantee a single color per voxel.

The specific contributions of this paper are:

• A novel medical, multi-modal 3D image registration framework
that is subject and modality agnostic and is able to perform in-
teractive non-rigid image deformations,

• An advancement of state of the art in deformed volume rendering
that accurately displays segmented 3D images, and

• An open source software with a user-friendly interface.

2. Related work

2.1. Medical image registration

This section provides a brief overview of registration methods lim-
ited to those viable for our application of mouse brain registration.

2.1.1. Automatic methods

Most of automatic registration methods infer deformations that best
align two images according to an objective function that evalu-
ates match accuracy. Some approaches use intensity information
as a similarity criterion [RCHH00], while other methods use au-
tomatically chosen landmarks [CWS∗03]. Other works specifi-
cally designed for mouse brain registration like aMap [NBJC∗16],
BrainAligner [QLX∗22] and MIRACL [GLH∗19] achieved accu-
rate results both at structural and cellular scale by leveraging a com-
plex registration pipeline from acquisition to registration. While
yielding very accurate solutions, a large number of tedious steps
are required thereby making them particularly difficult to imple-
ment.

In order to offer high-accuracy in an automatic fashion, meth-
ods presented in this section use organ or acquisition system spe-
cific information making them efficient in a restricted setup. More-
over, their automatic nature does not necessarily guarantee a con-
vergence, especially with partial data which are not supported for
most of them. For these reasons, existing methods are not ideal for
applications, such as ours, that have lower accuracy requirements
but need guaranteed solutions while being robust to partial data.

2.1.2. User-assisted methods

QuickNII [PCL∗19] is software for image registration to an atlas
by deforming it to match landmarks that are manually defined on
cutting planes. Yoshizawa et al [YTU∗10] propose an approach for
3D image registration of intracellular volumes with an interactive
system that provides a 3D volume rendering and a GUI to interac-
tively perform the registration. Finally RegistrationShop [SHS∗14]
is a user-friendly software providing both manual and automatic
tools along with a 3D visualization to perform registration.

Existing methods are either designed for a specific target appli-
cation, or operate on 2D slices which is a signficiant limitation for
3D volume deformation. RegistrationShop is the closest to meet
all the requirements of our application, but only rigid transforma-
tions can be performed with real-time visual feedback. Non-rigid
registration is performed in an automatic and offline fashion using
Elastix [KSM∗09].

2.2. Volume rendering

GPU-based ray casting [Sch05] is a popular rendering technique
that consists of casting rays from the camera center through each
pixel of the output image to compute the pixel’s color. One of the
many variations of this technique allow the display of deformed
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volumes. These approaches often rely on texture interpolation and
an embedding tetrahedral mesh is used to transmit the deformation
to the volume using barycentric interpolation [RALSMO15]. Other
works leverage an interactive isosurface extraction scheme that al-
lows for time-varying volume rendering [WFKH07].

While our method is inspired by these works, these solutions
are not suited for our particular application as they fail to render
segmented data accurately. Indeed the interpolation induced by the
isosurface rendering or traditionnal volume rendering is not suited
for segmented data and would display skewed voxels with multiple
labels as illustrated in Fig. 2.

3. Our 3D volume rendering method

We propose a GPU-based rendering method for the visualization of
voxel grids to efficiently handle segmented data inputs.

3.1. GPU ray casting

We load the voxel grid into a 3D texture in the GPU memory, and
we use an ambedding Tetrahedral Mesh, noted TM, to guide a ray
casting process performed in the fragment shader. Beforehand we
pre-compute the texture coordinates of the TM vertices, used later
in the pipeline. Then the tetrahedra triangles are rendered using
the graphics pipeline, for each resulting fragment we cast a ray ex-
pressed as r (t) = P+ t ·V with P the fragments position resulting
from the rasterization of the triangle being rendered, V the normal-
ized ray direction from the camera center through P and t ∈ R the
variable parameter used to walk along the ray. We iterate on the
ray by taking the next closest intersection point with a voxel. This
traversal is stopped when an intersection with a non-background
voxel is found or the next intersection point is outside the tetra-
hedron to which the triangle belongs. As all the voxels intersected
by the ray need to be processed, we use a 3D Digital Differential
Analyzer algorithm to compute all ray/voxel intersections.

3.1.1. Voxel value

To get the voxel value corresponding to the intersection point, we
compute its 3D texture coordinates using a barycentric interpola-
tion of the vertex texture coordinates of the tetrahedron in which it
is located. It is this mechanism that allows the tetrahedral mesh to
deform the voxel grid. However, after this process, different parts
of a single voxel might be projected in different voxels in the initial
grid. This results in voxels rendered with multiple colors or even
holes (Figure 2). This is a major issue for segmented data, as a

P

C

Figure 3: The intersection point is not located in the same tetrahe-
dron as the corresponding voxel center, resulting in cut voxels.

single voxel having multiple classes makes no sense. Therefore, in
contrast to other methods, we propose to take the voxel center in-
stead of the intersection point to retrieve the voxel value, ensuring
a consistent color for all fragments involved in the rendering of the
same voxel.

3.1.2. Neighborhood search

In some cases, naively using the voxel center can be problematic:
if the voxel center and the intersection point are in two different
tetrahedrons, wrong texture coordinates are used resulting in visual
artifacts (Figure 3). To address this problem we propose to per-
form an efficient depth-first searchstochastic walk using its local
neighborhood information in order to find the tetrahedron in which
the point is located. For the current tetrahedron, we compute the
αk = (p− vk+1).nk for each of its vertices, with p the intersection
point, vk the vertex position, nk the normal of the facet opposite to
vk. This value allows the algorithm to determine on which side of
each tetrahedron facets the intersection point is located. We explore
the neighbor k for which αk is maximum, i.e the neighbor tetrahe-
dron which contain the facet with the normal that is most oriented
in the direction of the intersection point. We iterate until the tetrahe-
dron that contains the point has been located or after given number
of iterations has been reached.

4. Registration framework

4.1. Image deformation

Our registration framework is based on the interactive visualiza-
tion of a deforming 3D image. To do so, we use the embedding
TM, that also drives the visualization, as a deformation structure
to interactively deform images without any additional cost. We use
a multi-scale and robust deformation pipeline [FTB∗12] based on
an embedding cage [JSW05] to interactively deform the TM, see
figure 4. A cage is a deformation structure defined as a closed sur-
face mesh with which the user interacts. All TM’s vertices are ex-
pressed with cage coordinates that propagate the cage deformations
to the TM. We use both Green Coordinates [LLCO08] defined only
on the interior of the cage and Mean Value Coordinates [Flo03]
defined everywhere such that we support cages that do not com-
pletely enclose the TM. This cage system avoids computing de-
formations directly on the TM which would be too costly to be
interactive. Therefore we can apply a high-quality non-linear as-
rigid-as-possible deformation (ARAP) on the cage [SA07], result-
ing on very intuitive semi-automatic deformations of the TM. The
cage as well as the TM are generated with a Delaunay Refinement
algorithm applied to a binary version of the image provided by the
CGAL library [AJR∗22].

4.2. Registration workflow

Global registration: At the beginning of the registration process,
image differences can be massive due to different orientation and
position. The first step is to use the global tool, a standard 3D ma-
nipulator, to easily apply translation, rotation, and scale to the TM
and align the two images. The 3D visualization is particularly im-
portant here, because 2D views cannot capture the global position-
ing and orientation of objects which makes the estimation of a good
deformation very difficult, see Figure 5.
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Figure 4: Our registration framework uses two different deforma-
tion structures, a tetrahedral mesh (right) used for the visualization
and deformation of images, and a triangular mesh called a cage
(left) used to deform the latter TM.

Surface registration: At this stage, images are globally aligned,
but differences in shape can lead to surface mismatches, hence the
need for a non-rigid registration. We propose to use a deformation
method to adjust entire portions of the volume boundary surface
while keeping the well registered parts in place: the ARAP cage
deformation tool. The user can mark any vertices as fixed (well-
registered), and move any vertex subset to get an intuitive deforma-
tion that allows biologists to interactively manipulate a 3D image as
any 3D deformable surface. The resulting 3D volume deformation
is displayed in real-time and is used to refine the process.

Inner registration: Image surfaces are now correctly aligned,
however some inner misalignment may persist. To correct these
small portions, we provide a tool to allow a user to directly move
TMs vertices independently, resulting in small scale deformations.

4.3. Volume inspection

It is crucial that the user has access to flexible inspection of the
registration accuracy to efficiently estimate which deformation to
apply.

Alpha blending: In a registration context, it is convenient to
have an option for mixing colors of images to register. This allows
a unified view of both datasets to efficiently estimate the misalign-
ment. To achieve this effect, we have set up double pass rendering.
The 3D rendering of the deformed image is stored into a texture
instead of being displayed on screen. This texture is then passed to
the 3D rendering of the second image. The final color is computed
as the alpha blending of the first and the second rendering color
with a user defined alpha value.

Cutting planes: For the inspection of inner part of volumes,
three axis-aligned cutting planes can be manipulated interactively.
The voxels that have their center on the averted side of one of the
planes are treated as background voxels during the ray traversal.

2D rendering: Our framework primarily uses a 3D visualization
of the image volume, however 2D views are still a convenient way
to inspecting multiple views of the volume while performing the
deformation on the 3D view. As we do not need to display a vol-
ume, we use a simplified version of our rendering method. Instead
of casting rays, we directly compute which voxels to draw from
the view direction and the bounding box of the area to be rendered.
The same deformation scheme is applied to display the deformed
image.

Figure 5: Example of 3D visualization (left) and a 2D visualization
(right) of extreme misalignment between a brain auto-fluorescence
acquisition (green) and an atlas (blue). Unlike the 2D view, the 3D
visualization provides enough context to quickly deduce the trans-
formations to operate for a registration.

5. Results

5.1. Experimental protocol

During the experiment, low resolution autofluorescence images
(3.8µm pixel resolution) of the whole brain are first acquired. Then
the proposed pipeline and its software implementation are used to
register the Allen Brain Atlas [Don08] on the acquisitions, which
allow us to convert the center of each ROI from the atlas to acquired
image. Finally, those positions are converted to microscope coordi-
nates and used as origin for the final high resolution acquisitions
(0.48µm pixel resolution). This pipeline is repeated for 9 brains.

Brain Mean (µm) Std (µm) Median (µm)
I 156.532 107.786 134.629
II 148.947 112.057 125.0
III 163.049 107.162 143.614
IV 180.357 103.521 176.777
V 205.082 97.603 196.850
VI 205.589 98.432 201.556
VII 155.46 107.971 143.614
VIII 154.797 105.112 132.423
IX 170.553 129.917 145.774
All 171.151 107.729 155.581

Table 1: Deviation for each lightsheet aligned with an atlas. A reg-
istration was performed by a biologist in under 20 minutes.

5.2. Validation

To evaluate our registration pipeline, we used the registration devia-
tion, defined has the average of the distances between 3D points on
the registered Atlas and manually placed on the acquisitions. All
the following results has been computed on registrations directly
performed by biologists taking under 20 minutes per brain, during
the protocol described in Section 5.1.

Volume registration: To evaluate the registration of the volume,
we computed the deviation on points randomly sampled on each
brain surface. To extract them, we binarized images and used a
Sobel edge detector to highlight sharp changes in intensity. The
mean, standard deviation, and median for each brain in reported in
the table 1. Our results show that the worst registration was per-
formed on the brain VI with a 205.589 µm mean deviation of the
surface. However, we are still below the 325 µm threshold, which
is the maximum acceptable deviation for our application.
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Figure 6: Deviation measures of 3 brain regions, important for our
application. For each of the 9 brains, the deviation of each region
as been computed using 8 manually placed markers.

Inner registration: For the evaluation of internal parts registra-
tion, we manually placed 8 markers on 3 of our application ROIs:
the hippocampus, the cortex, and the striatum. While other parts of
the brain are important, but as they are not clearly visible on the
lightsheet acquisition we did not evaluate them. A box plot pre-
senting the deviation of each brain part for the 9 acquired brains is
presented Figure 6. Our results show that the best registration was
on the cortex with a 172.32 µm mean deviation. As this region is the
most visible on the lightsheet and is located on the brain surface,
this result makes sense. The hippocampus and the striatum have a
respective mean deviation of 198.15 µm and 213.59 µm, which is
within the range of acceptable deviation for our application. We
can see that the registration of inner parts is overall worse than the
registration of the surface. This is understandable since it is easier
to identify the surface of the brain in the lightsheet than to identify
these small areas.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a novel interactive framework for multi-
modal image registration based on 3D used-guided registration of
both volume’s shape and intensity values. We also introduced a
variation of traditional volume rendering that accurately visualizes
labeled data, enabling the use of atlases. The user-friendly open
source software packaged with this work was successfully used by
biologists to register autofluorescence and MRI images to an atlas
in under 20 minutes, with a 171.151 µm mean surface deviation.
As our framework is very flexible, future work could study the ad-
dition of automatic methods for certain stages of the pipeline. It
would then be possible to benefit from both the resilience of our
approach and the accuracy of these algorithms.
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